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BACK TO WORK
Welcoming Autumn
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WALK AROUND THE CITIES
Daria from Bucharest, Romania

by Iulia
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My favourite park that I have
discovered recently is the Den-
droligic Park in the out-skirts of
Bucharest. It is such a clean
and quiet place, perfect for
relaxing after a hectic day. In
the current situation, my prefe-
rence for places has changed,
and I am looking for quieter
and not so busy places. This is
one of them. Usually, the parks,
especially in the afternoon, are
full of people and kids playing
around, but because this park
is more hidden, not that many
people know of it, so it is the
perfect spot. 

Hi! I am Daria, a Master’s
student from Bucharest, Ro-
mania. I was born here, so I
think I know my city pretty well
and some hidden gems. In
general, Bucharest is pretty
busy, the traffic can get super
crazy at peak hours, but, at the
same time, the city center and
parks are full of life every day
of the week. We like to grab a
drink after work and catch up
with friends at a terrace or in a
park.

Here, you can enjoy some-
thing to drink and at the
same time you can paint on
ceramic.  You can choose from
a large variety of objects,
from small cups, to larger
ones, to plates and boxes.
They also have a large
selection of paint so you can
choose whatever colors you
prefer and then just let your
imagination fly free. These
personalized objects make the
perfect gift for a friend or can
be used for your everyday
coffee mug.One special roof-
top with an amazing view
located in the city center of
Bucharest is Magheru One.
Usually this place is not open
for the public, but you can
organize events there, thus
not that many people are
aware of its existence. Last
time I went in that location,
there was a poetry reading
night with Romanian writers.
There was a special atmos-
phere and the perfect ambi-
ance. 

Location: Jessie’s Cafe

Location: Dendroligic Park

Location: Ceramic Cafe

One cute and small place, that
is in my neighbourhood - dis-
trict 6, is Jessie’s Cafe. This
particular place has nothing
special, except for their deli-
cious cocktails, but because it
holds so many stories from me
and my friends it represents a
place worth mentioning. It is
also the perfect place to gat-
her and play board games.

A place that brings your creati-
vity and passion for painting is
Ceramic Cafe.
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The discussions with the writers left me very
motivated and the amazing view was
complementary.

It would not have been a good article if I
did not mention a coffee shop. My favourite
one is FORMA Coffeeshop & Art Gallery.
This place is work friendly and has tempora-
ry art exhibitions. What more could you ask
for? Not just the concept but also the coffee
is good, even it has the friendliest people
working there. The atmosphere makes you
want to come back over and over again. 

And that is a little bit of Bucharest through
my eyes. :)

Location: FORMA Coffeeshop & Art
Gallery

- Daria



by Julia
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Julia from (really) South GermanyJulia from (really) South Germany
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Hola! My name is Julia and I’m 19
years old. In July, I finished school and
now I will come to Spain.  I will be a
volunteer at AJ Inter for 10 months
and I will use this opportunity before I
start my studies next year. Thus, I get
to know a new culture, new people
and a lot of new experiences.

I’m coming from south Germany. And I
really mean the south, so my home
village is near the lake of Constance,
which built a part of the border to
Switzerland and to Austria. As a result
of living in a small village, my
favourite places aren’t only in one city,
but in the region.

In general I love to be at the lake
of Constance. So one of my
favourite places is a sunbathing
area in Meersburg called “Rondell”.
In summer times my friends and I
are there almost every day. Just
lying in the sun, go swimming to
cool down and chill there still in the
evening with some music. It’s cool,
because you always meet other
people there.

This is my favourite cafe the
“Rathaus Café” in Überlingen. I
like to go there with friends just
for a coffee, but particularly for
breakfast, it is very delicious. The
ambience is great, because it’s
in the town hall which was built
in the 14th century, so it isn’t that
usual.

Rondell Rathaus Café

This place is maybe a special one.
It’s the Christmas market in
Konstanz, so it isn’t there the
whole year. But I like Christmas
markets in general and especially
this one which is directly on the
lakeside. Drinking punch or
mulled wine, eating some fruits
coated with chocolate and
listening to Christmas songs,
that’s the perfect way to come in
a Christmas mood.

Christmas Market



WEAR WHAT YOU WEAR
#TePongasLoQueTePongas
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We also had material to teach
young people as how to put on
a condom, how to remove it
and what they should do after
using it (put away, never to the
toilet)

Few young people have already
been the female or recipient
condom and they were unaware
of its advantages. Or the latex
field, which is unknown and
appealing to them because
they can help to be safe doing
oral sex.

This is a Sexual Health
campaign for the adolescent
and youth population is organi-
zed by the Andalusian Institute
of Youth (Spain)Young People
will be informed about how to
have a healthy sex life and
prevent the sexual infections
transmission, using condoms.

We have carried out the cam-
paign in 5 towns in the province
of Cádiz.Jerez, Algeciras, Rota,
Puerto Real and Sanlúcar de
Barrameda. In all towns we
have played a Trivial game, in
which young people have to
answer yes or no according to
whether the question was true
or false, such as: does the use of
double condoms mean that
there is more security? False,
since they break with the fric-
tion between one to the other.
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equality and non
discrimination
autonomy and bodily
integrity
be free from all forms of
violence and coercion
 privacy
the highest attainable
standard of health,
including sexual health
 accurate information
education
decide to have children
and how many to have
access justice

Some examples of sexual
rights include the right to:

World Sexual Health Day has
been celebrated in 60
countries with a wide range
of activities from Round
Tables of Discussion to
Conferences and Art Exhi-
bitions.

On September 4th, World
Sexual Health Day brings
greater awareness of sexual
health. Managed by the
World Association for Sexual
Health (WAS), the day also
celebrates sexuality and
promotes sexual rights, the
theme for the 2020
observation is Sexual Pleasure
in Times of COVID-19.

The first World Sexual Health
Day was celebrated with the
slogan “Let’s talk about it!” to
start breaking fears and
taboos surrounding sexuality.

What exactly is sexual health? 

Sexual health involves the
state of physical, mental, and
social well-being regarding
sexuality. However, sexual
health isn’t just about
relationships. Our sexual
health influences medical
issues, education, and sexual
behavior. The observance also
tackles issues including
unplanned pregnancies and
safer sex practices.
Besides sexual health, sexual
rights are a central topic on
World Sexual Health Day.

SEXUAL HEALTH MONTH
#SexualHealthDay
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MEET
AJ Bululú
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READ
Happy News

by Elif by Ara

by
 D

oğ
an



Avatars For Students To
Attend Virtual Graduation And

Roam The Campus Like A
Video Game

An Indian university, Tech
University, created 2,186 avatars
for their all ragduated students
for 2020.

Just as in a real-life ceremony,
these avatars walked along a
digital version of the
graduation hall to pick up their
degree ertificate from their
director. Proud friends and
family were able to join the
excited graduates by watching
the event being telecasted on
two Indian channels, as well as
on YouTube and Facebook Live.

Reported by Hande

Over 2 million sunflowers to
bring a light into this

dark time

Scott Thompson and his
family have a big farm in
Bristol (Wisconsin, United
States), where strawberries,
raspberries and pumpkins
were planted for over 70
years. But this year with the
corona pandemic everything is
different. As a result of this
dark time the Thompsons
decided to plant over 2
Million sunflowers - a huge
area only with these beautiful
yellow flowers. Their ambition
is to give the people a place
to go and especially a reason
to smile.

Reported by Julia

Armenia has become the 47th
state to have completed the
ratification of the Council of
Europe’s Convention on
Protection of Children against
Sexual Exploitation and
Sexual Abuse (“Lanzarote

Meet the Google Streets
Traveller

Jacqui Kenny who has
agoraphobia succeeded to
visit almost all countries
without any fear and any
travel payments from her
home. She used Google Street
View, took about 40000
screenshots.
Google organized an
exhibition in New York City
for her screenshot works.

Reported by Elif
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Convention”). The Convention
will enter into force in Armenia
on 1 January 2021.

Reported by Marni
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Many ways to celebrate your
birthday in pandemic!

Celebrating a birthday in a
pandemic is not an easy task,
but with a little ingenuity you
will make your big day
unforgettable! You can orga-
nize a virtual pajama party!
in which you can share music,
dances, stories ... it is a
wonderful way to have a
good time with friends and
family.You can also share the
party with the neighbors! so
that they sing you "happy  

According to Good News
Network (GNN) (September 9,
2020) Montreal owns the
biggest rooftop greenhouse
that can feed as much as 2% of
the city’s population even in
wintertime. While the land for
agriculture decreases in favor
of building’s construction, Lufa
Farms is reinventing the food
system. The company’s mission
is to grow food where people
live in a sustainable way, by
reducing the energy, water, and
pesticide consumption (Phys,
August 26, 2020). Not only that
these practices are energy-
efficient and environmentally
friendly, but also the weekly
harvest can feed 20.000
families through more than 100
types of vegetables produces.

Reported by Daria

Organs out of a 3D printer

Scientists of the Medical
University Innsbruck, Austria
managed to print human tissue
(the material of which our
organs are made of) with a 3D-
printer for the first time.
In the future, this method will
not only allow printing human  

organs for organ transplantation
but could also replace animal
testing in drug research and in
the makeup industry. By now,
they can only print simple
structured organs, but scientists
say, that it is only a question of
time until it will be possible to
print human hearts.

Reported by Anna

birthday" through the window
and improve your relationship
with them.Another original
idea is to decorate your living
room and prepare a thematic
party with the family, with
board games, movies You can
also take time for yourself
with a relaxing bath, a glass
of wine and a book!Do not
forget that a special birthday
is when you have love and
health. gifts are an addition
on a special day!

Reported by Eugenia

creating own happy news
at home:
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